Assistant Fuel Procurement at Ultrabulk A/S
The Job

For further information please contact:

You will be responsible for purchasing bunker fuel for our vessels and reporting to the Head of Fuel Procurement.
This means overseeing and ensuring cost-efficient and timely procurement of bunkers from reputable suppliers, brokers or
traders. You will also provide support and advice on bunker planning across our organization and in close coordination
with our Operations Department.
Furthermore, you will:
• Track market movements on spot and forward bunker prices
• Assist in handling bunker claims
• Help to optimize the bunker delivery procedures and surveys
• Follow legislation and international conventions regulating the bunker industry and bunker emissions
• Check & approve invoices

Claus Steen Nielsen
General Manager - Head of Fuel Procurement
+45 3997 0450
Søren Thomsen
Senior Vice President – Head of Operations
+ 453997 0421
Date of publication: 1, June 2017
Location: Gentofte, Denmark

Your Profile

About us

You have some experience from a bunker trader/ broker or from a similar position within a ship owner company. You
possess good communication skills and solid negotiation skills are a pre-requisite. You thrive in a high paced work
environment where you effortlessly handle the constant change of priorities. At the same time you don´t compromise
with the quality of your work which is done in a structured and meticulous manner.
Your sense of urgency is essential for succeeding in the job. Further to this, you are a team player and at the same time
able to work independently by taking ownership of your tasks and follow them through.
You appreciate working in a multicultural environment and you must be fluent in English, as it is our corporate language,
knowledge of Spanish is considered an advantage. Finally, you must have good IT skills.

Ultrabulk Shipping A/S is a globally

What we offer
A challenging position in an international and dynamic environment where qualities like innovative thinking, commitment
and good sense of humor are valued. Based on your qualifications we offer a competitive and attractive salary and
benefits package:
• Opportunity to work across many different offices around the world with very diversified trade areas
• Possibility to develop your interpersonal as well as professional skills
• To join a group with a financially strong platform, a business built on partnerships and long term relations

Apply now
Apply Now

recognized dry bulk ship owner and operator,
servicing customers in the MPP, Handysize,
Supramax and Panamax segments.
The company is responsible for the commercial
management of between 100 and 140 vessels
and moreover has a comprehensive
newbuilding program. The company’s
commercial head office is located at Gentofte,
Denmark and in addition to which it has seven
other strategically placed offices around the
world.
Please find more information on
http://www.ultrabulk.com/

